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POSTAL SAVINGS STAMPS?

Paul T . Jung quotes the following statement from Senate Document,
No . 39, 55th Congress, 2nd Session, 1898, prior to making an inquiry
about the use of postal savings stamps:

The institution of postal savings banks does not exist in
Switzerland . However, several private institutes of finance
have adopted a system according to which the deposit in the
savings bank may be effected by means of postage stamps . The
postal administration cooperates with this institution in
.exchanging with said corporations current money in return for
postage stamps used for such deposits.

Surely the stamps referred to in this quote were affixed to a card
or booklet of some sort . I am hoping that a member of AHPS may be
able to supply information . Perhaps someone has seen one or is
familiar with other references to them in the literature of Swiss
postal history . Perhaps someone may have a copy for sale or would
be willing to provide a xerox.

Paul T Jung 2809 Linden Lane

	

Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Anyone for brunch on January 24, 1982? I would like to suggest
a West Regional AHPS meeting to be held during ARIPEX 182 in
Tucson Arizona January 22 - 24, 1982 . At the National AHPS

meeting in Phoenix during ARIPEX '81 some interest was shown
in taming to Tucson . Anyone interested in this please let me
(Carl Spitzer, 610 N . Bedford Drive, Tucson AZ 85710) or our
West Regional Director John Ballard know.

It would be nice to have enough Swiss exhibits to qualify for
an AHPS medal as well. Official prospectus can be obtained
from Exhibits Chairman, Harry Reck, 530 E . Deone Lane, Tucson
AZ 85704 . Minimum exhibit would be two frames (each frame
holds up to 18 - 8½ x 11" pages) . I already know of one
exhibit so we need at least two more.

I would like to suggest that anyone wanting our two slide pro-
grams for late fall or winter showing request dates soon . We

have open dates starting to end of October.

So far this year we have had our "A" program shown or booked
5 times and our "R" program twice.

Carl H . Spitzer, Program Chairman 610 N . Bedford Drive Tucson, AZ 85710
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HARLAN STONE

FLOREX '82 is the proposed site for the fourthAHPS
national convention . In extending us an invitation to
participate there, the FLOREX general chairman says that
this major exhibition will probably be held in St . Peter-
burg, FL, on Nov . 5-7, 1982 . In return for a free courtesy
table and rooms for our meetings, FLOREX would expect us
to provide enough exhibits to fill at least 75 nine-page
frames . Selection of a Florida location late next year
would continue our practice of holding a national conven-
tion every year and a half in a different part of the
United States . Our final decision may de pend on whether
we can find an AHPS member near St . Petersburg willing
to serve as our convention chairman . If you are intere
sted in this post, please write me for fuller details.

Treasurer Frank Young re ports that, by mid-June, we
had 435 paid-up members . Secretary Dave Beaber adds that
new members ap pear to fins out about AHPS most frequently
through three sources, the Auf Der Maur 1981 Helvetia
Catalog, which mentions AHPS on page 38 ; the American
Philatelic Society, with which we are affiliated ; and the
Riviera newsletter, which our member Ed Chalfant issues
monthly . With continuing publicity in the works, we look
forward to a gradual increase in membership throughout
the year.

Gerald M . Abrams, president of the American Revenue
Association, writes that a new catalog of Swiss revenue
stamps may be published in 1982, culminating the work of
a :Troup he has led for a half dozen years . If you are a
Swiss revenue collector who has not participated in this
effort, he would like to hear from you at 3840 Lealma
Ave ., Claremont, CA 91711 . AHPS is also interested in
forming a revenue study group . Write me if you want to

participate.

Burns Speer, our Central Region director,reports
that he has been investigating the early history of Vevay,
Switzerland County, Indiana, in hopes of developing a
suitable AHPS design and special postmark for a cacheted
cover . He urges members to send him suggestions on other
Swiss-American towns and events that would be suitable
for commemoration on a series of AHPS-pre pared covers.
The addresses of all d-PS officers a ppear in this issue.
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BOOKMARKS By Dale Eggen

The proposed donation of the AHPS Library to the American Phila-
telic Society's American Philatelic Research Library, reported on in
the May TELL, was approved in principle by nearly all the Board of
Directors . Next, Harlan Stone arranged a meeting with Steven Pla,
the APRL Librarian, in order to discuss details and feasibility . This
meeting occurred in conjunction with the APS spring meeting as State
College, PA, location of the research library.

I was able to attend and found Steven Pla very willing to discuss
all details relevant to our final decision about making the donation.
We explored the agreement itself that would exist between AHPS and
APS concerning the actual donation and the use of the research library
by APS members . Although all issues have pro and con, we uncovered
nothing to alter the decision to make the donation . And certainly
Steven Pla must be congratulated for both his enthusiasm and his work
in improving and directing APRL.

The Postal History Society has also donated its library to APRL,
and after discussing that donation in detail, Harlan has contacted
the directors of the Postal History Society in regard to their ex-
perience.

Highlights of the proposed agreement are as follows:
A. Borrowing privileges of AHPS members, to the extent provided

by AHPS library policy and procedures, from APRL will be on
a par with members' of the APS and APRL . Loans will not be
limited to materials donated but will extend to all APRL ma-
terials available for loan.

B. Members of AHPS will be provided access to all of the APRL's
regular services in accordance with AHPS library policy and
procedures . These services include reference service, research
assistance, photocopy service, access to total resources of
the library, and all other present and future services of the
library.

C. Borrowing from APRL by our non-APS members will be in
accordance with AHPS' library policies and procedures and new ones

that would be developed in conjunction with the donation. All
borrowers will be required to submit a signed Borrower Appli-
cation form to the APRL before materials will be loaned.

D. APRL will publicize our donation widely and will publish a list
of materials acquired under the donation.

E. APRL will undertake collection development in the area of Swiss
philatelic literature.

The AHPS library is yours, by virtue of your membership in AHPS.
This project is being undertaken in order to provide us with improved
library materials, facilities, and services . With that in mind, we
certainly want to hear from you . Please direct opinions, suggestions,
questions and concerns to either Harlan Stone or Dale Eggen.

For a list of the contents of our library, see pages 29-33 of the
February 1976 TELL, volume 2, number 2.
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STRUBELS
IDENTIFIED

By Ed Chalfant

The imperforate Strubel issues of Switzerland give the collector
more difficulty in classifying than any other issue . The suggestions
in this article constitute a process of elimination that ought to
simplify problems of identification.

First of all, there are three basic types of paper : thin, medium,
and thick.

THIN PAPER . These are Scott #14-19, 27a, 31a, 32-34 (Zst . 22Aa,
26Aa, 22A-26A, 23E, 27E, 22F, 24F and 25F) . This paper is hard-

surfaced and very, very thin . You can usually see the design
from the back, almost as if it were embossed . A se-through
paper, it has a thickness ranging from .04 to .06 mm.

MEDIUM PAPER. These are Scott #20-31 (Zst . 22B-25B, 22C, 23C,
26C, 27C, 22D, 24D, 27D. Most of these have colored threads,
other than the normal green, and are therefore easy to distin-.
guish . Scott#20-23 (Zst . 22B-25B) all have green thread, making
them hard to distinguish from the first issue on thin paper.
The best method for identifying them is to use a micrometer. They

measure .07 to .08 mm thick. The colors are rather dull.

THICK PAPER. These are Scott #35-40 (Zst . 21G-26G) . They are
easy to distinguish since flicking the stamps against a finger
readily shows the difference between thin and thick papers.
These measure from .09 to .12 mm thick . About 95% of the used

thick paper stamps have a circular date cancel . Printing is
very crude, especially in the triangular area between the
spear and body of Helvetia which appears solid rather than
lined.

BREAKDOWN BY VALUE

2 Rappen Gray. Only one type of this stamp exists : green

on thick paper . Use this stamp as a guide for the thick
paper.

5 Rappen Brown . There were seven different issues of this
stamp, beginning with the 1854 Orange-Brown and ending with
the 1857 (1858) Dark Brown . The first step is to separate
any 5 Rappens with yellow or black threads ; these are Scott
#24 and 25 (Zst . 22C, 22D).
Next, separate the three on very thin paper which are

Scott #14, 15, and 32 (Zst . 22Aa, 22A, and 22F) . This can
be done by flicking the stamps against your finger while
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holding it with your tongs . The paper is so thin that it
gives very little resistance to bending . You can also turn
the stamp face down, and if the design shows through readily,
you can be quite sure that it is on thin paper.
To separate these three thin paper 5 Rappen from each

other is quite simple. Number 14 (Zst . 22Aa) is orange-brown,

very orange, in fact ; whereas # 15 (Zst. 22A) is plain brown
or brown-orange . These two stamps are quite different from
each other in color and price . The third thin-paper 5 Rappen
is also easy to identify because it is very crudely printed
and dull brown in color . The triangular area between the
spear and body is solid. It usually has a town cancel in-
stead of a grill cancel or straight-line postmark.
This leaves only two 5 Rappen Browns to identify, and they

are the most difficult . The one on medium paper is Scott
#20 (Zst . 22B), and the one on thick paper is Scott #36
(Zst. 22G) . Number 20 usually has a grill cancel in black;
whereas #36 almost always has a circular date-town cancel.
The triangular area between spear and body is usually filled
in on #36, but line on #20 . Because color can vary consider-
ably, it is not a reliable method for distinguishing them.
Clarity of print is much more reliable, as is measuring paper

thickness . Number 20, on medium paper, measures .07 to .08

mm thick; number 36 measures .09 to .12 mm. Remember, however,
that if the stamp has a circular date cancel, it is probably
#36 (Zst. 22G).

10 Rappen Blue . There are five different types of the 10 Rappen
Blue, beginning with the 1854 thin paper issue, Scott #16
(Zst. 23A) . This stamp is printed on paper you can virtually
see through . The blue color is not as harsh as on the other
types, and the impression is very sharp . The triangle area
between spear and body is made up of fine, precise lines.
This stamp usually has a grill cancellation.
The next 10 Rappen is Scott #21 (Zst . 23B) . It is printed

on thicker, often very white paper . The design does not show

through readily . Its thickness measures .07 to .08 mm as con-
trasted to #16 which measures .04 to .06 mm, almost tissue
paper thin . The impression on #21 is sharp although not quite
so sharp as on #16.
The third 10 Rappen has a red thread . Scott identifies two

types--#26 and 27, a regular blue and a milky blue . Zumstein
numbers them 23C and 23Ca . Scott prices them the same, but
the milky blue is worth four times the regular blue . Bear this
in mind when separating them . The milky blue stamp has a pale
red thread instead of the deep red thread . This stamp exists

also on thin paper, Scott #27a (Zst . 23E) . It is the only 10
Rappen Blue with red thread on thin paper ; so it is easy to

separate.
This leaves the only other 10 Rappen Blue, the 1858 issue,

Scott #37 (Zst . 23G) . This is printed on very thick paper in
a dark blue color, although shades abound . The printing is
very crude, the triangular area between spear and body being
filled in . Look for a circular date-town cancel also.
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15 Rappen Red . There are five different types of the 15 Rappen
Red, beginning with the 1854 issue, Scott #17 (Zst . 24A) , on
thin see-through paper with green thread . This issue is on the

same paper as Scott #33 (Zst . 24F), but the tow are easy to
tell apart because #17 is usually rosy red and #33 is very
pale dull red . The printing on #33 is coarse, the triangle

being filled in ; whereas the printing on #17 is sharp and
clear.
This leaves just three types to distinguish . The toughest

problem is to distinguish Scott #22 (Zst . 24B) from Scott #

17 (Zst . 24A) . Since colors and printing are about the same,
the best method of identification is by paper thickness.
Number 17 is from .04 to .06 mm thick ; number 22 is from .07
to .08 mm thick . Since #22 is the Berne printing, it is a
bit coarser and the paper is a bit whiter and softer . If the
stamp is very sharp and clear with a lot of see-through, it
is probably #17 (Zst . 24A), but if you have a micrometer,
measure the paper to make sure.

The next variety is Scott #28 (Zst . 24D) . It is coarsely
printed on medium paper and has a blue thread . However, it
is very difficult to tell the blue thread from green . The
blue looks darker than the green . Sometimes you can see the
thread ends on the sides of the stamps . But do not pick a
small hole into the thread, as some have done over the years,
because doing so reduces the value of the stamp just as any
other flaw does.

The last 15 Rappen Red is Scott #38 (Zst . 24G) . Very dif-
ficult to tell from Scott #28, this one is the 1862 issue
very coarsely printed on thick paper . Usually a dark red, it
is the only 15 Rappen on thick paper . The triangular area
between spear and body is filled in solidly.

20 Rappen Orange . There are only three types of the 20 Rappen
Orange, each on a different paper . The first is Scott #23
(Zst . 25B) on medium paper . The impression is usually clear
but can appear smudgy because of the quality of the ink.
When it is smudgy, it is difficult to tell from Scott #39
(Zst . 25G).
If it has a grill cancel, it is almost always #23 ; but if

it has a circular date-town cancel, it is probably #39.
Number 23 is on medium paper, .07 to .08 mm thick, and #39
will be between .09 and .19 mm thick . Flicking the stamp can
help you determine the difference, since #23 bends easily and
#39 resists . If the impression is slightly visible from the
reverse, it is probably #23 rather than #39 which is on a
thicker, softer, whiter paper.
The third 20 Rappen Orange is Scott #34 (Zst . 25F) . It is

on very thin paper, very coarsely printed . The color is
always a dull, drab orange, quite distinct from the other
oranges .
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40 Rappen Green . There are four types of the 40 Rappen Green.
Scott #18 and 19 (Zst. 26Aa and 26A) are both on thin paper,
but the former is a very pale yellow green and the latter is
a deep yellow green . Number 18 is so pale that the design is
difficult to see . . A Swiss catalogue with color reproduction
will help make one familiar with the shades.

The third issue of the 40 Rappen is Scott #29 (Zst. 26C).
It is easy to identify because it has a brown-red or maroon
thread.
The final variety is Scott #40 (Zst. 26G) . It is printed on

thick paper in a deep green color . The triangular area is
solid and, like 95% of the thick paper issues, it will have
a circular date-town cancel.

1 Franc Gray . Only three types of this issue exist, and these
should cause no difficulty in classifying . Scott #30 (Zst.
27C) has a black thread, the only one with such a thread.

Scott #31 (Zst . 27D) has a yellow thread, but so does Scott

#31a (Zst . 27E) . Number 31 is on medium paper, and should be
easy to distinguish from the thin paper issue, which is
rather rare . Copies of #31a should be accompanied by a cer-
tificate since some of them are nothing more than #31 that
have been shaved down.

Strubels exist in a multitude of color varieties caused by print-
ing and age . Thus, it is necessary to check other things than color
to be sure the numbering is correct . Some color shades command a
large premium as listed in the Zumstein specialized catalogue . Many
other varieties also exist : no thread, double thread, plate flaws.
See the specialized catalogue for a complete list . Most items on

full cover command a premium of 50% to 1000% ; so don't soak any off.
Most unused Strubels exist without gum, which does not detract- from
their value . In fact, no gum is a plus.

Strubels with straight-line town cancels are premium items,worth
20% more. Strubels with sheet margins are also in demand, and these
bring an extra 25-50%, especially if corner margins are intact.
Strubels with only one or two frame lines are discounted 50% or more
from catalogue . Thus, it is best to buy copies with three or four
frame lines . They are the easiest to sell when that time comes . But
be prepared to pay full catalogue or even up to five times catalogue
for four frame line copies which are very scarce . To get one four
frame line copy, four other stamps had to be cut into . This causes

the rarity.
Finally Strubels often have major or minor flaws such as corner

creases, thin spots, or threads that have been picked at . Always
examine Strubel carefully . The papers on which they were printed is
easily damaged . Sometimes threads are missing entirely . The variety
without thread is rare, however, and if the thread has been pulled,
you can see a white line .

This article presents a general and fairly simple method of iden-

tifying the Strubels . Other rather technical features can also be
used--the Munich and the Zurich papers, for example, or the Munich
and Berne printings . For more information on this, consult the
Zumstein Switzerland Specialized Catalogue.
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS

TOWN PUBLICITY CANCELS
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APHILIA
TIONS

By
Dale Eggen

AHPS REPRESENTATIVE TO APS

STaMpsHOW 81

	

September 24-27 Marriott Hotel

	

Atlanta

URGENTLY NEEDED . . . a volunteer to make the slide presentation. As
stated in the May TELL, we have no members in Georgia ; so we need
a volunteer from among those planning on traveling to Atlanta for
the show.

Although final details have not been completed, proposed plans for
STaMpsHOW 81 are as follows:

AHPS sign-in/point of contact will be the APS Affiliates
Booth which will be representing all APS affiliates . This
will be an informal arrangement to provide members with a
place to leave information for other members in trying to
establish a get-together . Request the AHPS Sign-In/Informa-
tion Sheet . Membership brochures will be available at this
booth for potential new members who may want to join.

The presentation of our slide show prepared by Harlan Stone
and entitled 'Switzerland : A Panorama of Its Postal History
and Stamps has been scheduled for 1 p .m. on Saturday, Sep-
tember 26 . The presentation will be held in a group of five
rooms called the Pararooms . Please check the official APS
list of events provided at the show for the exact location
of the meeting room.

If you are attending the Atlanta show, you must see the slide
presentation. It is really very excellent and has been in
high demand across the country for showing at local stamp
club meetings. From time to time the narrative portion of
the show is reprinted in TELL.

As your APS representative . . .I am more than interested in seeing
that we are adequately represented to APS and in reporting APS
events to our membership . If you have any concerns or problems or
want information about APS, please contact me at the address given
on the inside front cover of TELL . I will try to be of as much
assistance as possible . If you contact me with regard to a

problem, give me specific details, copies of correspondence, names,
places, and dates.
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Annual APS Affiliate Report . . .must be filed with the society.
This report summarizes our current activities, listing officers,
publications, membership, services, and meetings . The APS uses this
report in preparing its Handbook of Society Services and in pro-

moting our society. This year's report was filed in June . Members
may obtain a copy for thirty cents and a SASE.

NEW SWISS ISSUES

This series of special stamps features the shields of Fribourg and
Solothurn and the old Stans Town Hall where the tow cantons were
admitted to the Confederation in 1481 . Serious parochial disputes
were avoided when Saint Nicholas Lowenbrugger von der Flue came to
Stans and so fervently pleaded for understanding, peace and unity
that the delegates reached a compromise to sign what is now
known as the Covenant of Stans on December 22, 1481.

These four special stamps picture a 1920 power voltage regulator
used by the Jungfrau Railway's power station at Lauterbrunnen, the
crossbow emblem identifying products made in Switzerland, three
youths speaking to a counsellor in observation of the 50th anniver-
sary of the Swiss Association of Youth Organizations, and a
mosaic to publicize the reopening of St . Pierre Cathedral in Geneva.
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MY FAVORITE
COVER
By George A . Valko

This nice cover was mailed from Geneve to La Torre, near Torino.
That is all very clear, but one can also hypothesize about the
sequence of markings and cancels.

First, the post officer in Geneva handstamped the cover 'RL'
for 'Rayon Limithroph,' having in mind that the destination La
Torre was in the border zone.

Then, he wrote a red 2, indicating that the letter was double
weight.

The proper postage was 40 centimes, and a stamp was affixed.
He finally marked 'PD," meaning 'Port paye jusqua destination .'
At the border office, the controller stated that La Torre was

not in the RL-Zone.
Next, he cancelled the 'PD' in red, marked 'Affranchissement

Insuffisant, and indicated the correct amount with a black hand-
written 8 for 8 decimen .
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GETTING EXPERTIZED

Anonymous

Let me tell you about a funny dream I had recently. It seems that
I was with a group of stamp collectors from America on a chartered
bus tour of Switzerland . The most important stop on the way was to
be in a little Dorf where, we understood, every person over the age
of ten was adept in spotting faults and flaws, frailities and bald-

faced forgeries, in Swiss stamps.
All those on the bus had brought a few worry-pieces from the

earlier pages in their albums . Some collectors faced the question,
Will I be happier knowing that my stamps are inferior?" Others
boosted their spirits with the thought, "Maybe the verdictwon't
be so bad afterall!"
On the approach to the village, we noticed unusual caution signs

along the road . One of these carried the words VORSICHT FUR ERSATZ
SCHLÖSSER UND HERRENVOLK!' Another one said KAUF NICHT SCHWEIZER
UHREN DIE IN JAPAN ERZEUGTSIND!2

It was about lunchtime when the bus pulled up at a Gasthof . There,
over the doorway, was a curled ribbon signboard with the words TISCH-
GÄSTE DIE VERFÄLSCHUNG VON SPEISE UND TRANK VERMUTTEN MUSSEN DAS
GESUNDHEITMINISTERIUM IN KENNTNIS SETZEN VOR DEM ZWEITENBISS!3

Eventually we found the experts we came to consult . One of my
stamps was put under a microscope and enlarged 50 times . At that
magnification, a pinhole appeared as large as a poker chip ; so the
expert graded the stamp down to 5% of Zumstein.
Another oldie of mine was found to have undergone a very skillful

job of dentistry. Someone had the ingenuity to fasten "teeth" match-
ing the perforation on a corner where they had been torn away either
in the process of detaching from the sheet at the P . O . in 1871, or
in later handling . This stamp now has a red-ink tattoo across the
back implying that it is falsified . . .tricked up . . .simulated . But
in my view, it is like an antique chair with some rungs replaced.
Basically, it is the original structure in every other significant
way. Why put an irrevocable curse on it?
My dream turned into a nightmare when I developed a case of high

nervous indignation severe enough to warrant a visit to a local
doctor . When I took off my undershirt for his examination, he noted
evidence of a recent chest operation . Immediately he seized a large
rubber stamp and applied it to my forehead . It said ECHT, ABER
WEITLÄUFTIG REPARIERT! 4

'Watch out for imitation castles and phony noblemen!
2Don't buy Swiss watches made in Japan!
3Diners who suspect that food or drink is adulterated must notify

the health authorities before the second bite!
4Genuine, but extensively repaired!
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AUCTION RESULTS

In his monthly bulletin, Ed Chalfant reported on the Corinphila
auction held the first week in June . Even though the Swiss Franc
has dropped in value against the dollar during the last six months,
nineteenth-century Swiss material sold for new high prices right
down the line . No bargains at all!.

The early Cantonals led the way, of course, especially those
in VF condition which realized very high prices . Most of these
early issues had some minor flaw, but still brought 50% to 60% of
Zumstein . Those VF+ however brought double or more in most cases.
Strubels with three and four frame lines continued very, very
strong.

Judging from the number of early Swiss with minor flaws in this
auction, Very Fine material is becoming impossible to find . Owners
are not putting top quality stamps back into the market, holding
it for investment rather than for quick profit as in the past . This
practice will, however, force up the prices on stamps with minor
flaws as long as the stamps look nice.

A glance at the prices realized proves that there are no bar-
gains in early Swiss imperforates with minor flaws . Remember,
even flawed stamps in this price range should come with a cer-
tificate to protect yourself.
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DEMOCRATIC
SWITZERLAND?

By Felix Ganz

In preparing a major instalment for TELL, dealing with the
regular town cancellations of Switzerland since 1900, the
cover depicted below suddenly caught my eye . It has a very
neatly struck mark from the tiny Italian-Swiss town of MER-
GOSCIA (in the Verzasca valley above Locarno) ; but what is

at least odd is the cantonal indication TESSIN, in either
German or French . It is known that the postal function-
aries in Bern always somewhat looked down on the formerly
unfree territory of Ticino (the Italian name for the can-
ton) and perhaps still considered it vassals' territory
where the "masters" language of the ruling bailiffs had
been German for centuries. But Ticino became independent
in 1803 : : Yet even its capital, Bellinzona, was Riven a
canceller, in use in the 1870s, which gave the
town's name in German, BELLENZ . -- The cancel
used on the letter above was in use at least
from 1911 to 1924 . Somewhere after 1924 the
old cds was recut, by removing the bare in
the semi-circles and replacing the oppressive
"foreign language" with the native TICINO . -- Has anyone
other Ticino town postmarks with the same "German
supremacy" attitude? Please report them. (Note: Ticino train
stations for decades used German month names in their
station markings, and most Romansch-speaking towns in the
Grisons had to wait until the 1940s to get their native
town name cds . Thus one wonders where equality went when
these postmarks were issued . Democracy indeed : ; -- Bern
even resisted until very recently to have anything else
than German on their pictorial FDC cancellations :
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POSTAL HISTORY
As of October 22, 1981, the Swiss Postal Administration's

Philatelic Service Office will open new facilities in one of the
most important buildings in all philatelic and postal history,
one that has been depicted on several Swiss and many foreign com-
memoratives since 1924 . It was acquired with money raised by a
specially organized foundation tow years ago with an initial
capital of 1 .5 million francs.

It was in this edifice that delegates from twenty European
nations, the United States, and Egypt met and on October 9, 1874
signed a convention that established the Universal Postal Union.

The building was originally erected in 1728 as Bern's City Hall.
Since then, it has been used for a variety of public, governmental
and private purposes . Realizing the historic significance of the
old city hall, a group of concerned agencies formed a foundation
to purchase and thoroughly restore the building to its original
beauty. Once the purchase was finalized in 1979, architects and
contractors were retained to rebuild the entire edifice . For just
about a year now, wooden and plastic shields have protected the
structure, hiding it from public view as teams of craftsmen

worked to recapture every exterior and interior detail as they
were 253 years ago . Its street-level will be occupied by the
Philatelic Office and a fashionable cafe ; the Empire Salon up-
stairs with its magnificent walls and ceiling and draperies will
serve for a variety of gatherings, cultural displays and kindred
public events . Space in the basement will be rented to pro-
fessional and commercial firms to help defray maintenance costs.
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The building made its debut on a stamp when A . Tieche and W.
Stettler, Bernese artists, created the 20 and 30 centime stamps
of October 9, 1924 which the Federal Printing Office produced
for the Golden Jubilee of the UPU from dies engraved by Jean
Sprenger of Biel . The Swiss again showed it on the 80 centime
EUROPA-CEPT stamp of 1978 . The design was engraved by Max Muller
after a drawing by Klaus Oberli, and it was printed by the
Postal Administration's own Security Printing Plant.
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